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News briefs
Band concert presented
The Winthrop Symphonic Band, conducted by Dr. William
Malambri, Jr., Assistant Professor of Music, will present a concert
Tuesday at 8 pjn. in Byrnes Auditorium.
Formally known as the Winthrop Concert Band, Malambri
said the Symphonic Band will present the most demanding
program ever attempted by a Winthrop band.
Malambri Jd, "The Band has been averaging better than 1000
people in attendance for concerts in Byrnes Auditorium."
Admission is free, and the public is invited.

Charlotte Symphony to perform
The Charlotte Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of
Leo Driehuys, will perform in Byrnes Auditorium Thursday at
8:00 pjn.
The orchestra, performing in its 50th anniversary season, will
present a program that features Beethoven's "Symphony No.,5,"
Debussy's "La Mer" and Dvorak's "Czech Suite."
Driehuys is in his fourth season as music director of the
orchestra.
'
V"
The performance is part of the Rock Hill Fine Arts Series, a
joint venture of the Rock HiU Fine Arts Association and Winthrop College.
Tickets are $7 (orchestra and first balcony) and $5 (second
and third balcony) and $3.50 and $2.50 for senior citizens. Fulltime Winthrop students may pick up free tickets at the Dinkins
Student Center until noon the day of the performance and then
at the box office. Tickets are $2 for all other students.
General admission tickets will be available at the Byrnes Box
Office November 17-19 from 1 to 5 pjn. and the day of the
performance from 10 a.m. to 1 pjn. and from 2 to 8 pjn.

Dance Theatre workshop
Winthrop Dance Theater will hold a studio workshop Wednesday at 7:00 pjn. in the dance studio in Peabody Gym, said
Dr. Joanne Lunt, advisor.
Lunt said that the workshop will last for an hour and will be
open to the public.
The workshop will demonstrate techniques, improvisations,
and some dances being rehearsed for the spring concert. Lunt
said that the dances will be country-style and jazz pieces. Pieces
from the advanced choreography and beginning choreography
classes will be performed.
Students should dress comfortably when they come and plan
to sit on the floor, Lunt said.

NEWS

By STEPHEN M. SEEK"
TJ correspondent
The Winthrop Coiwge danperative Ministries fWEORi wffl
sponsor the 3rd Annual Dcfan
Fast at Winthrop Ce&ge m
Wednesday, November J£.
Winthrop College somen*.
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rater
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Oxfam, the Osfon Joramittee for Famne BeawT.'Bsjan
ic Oxford, Engfaciri hi Hftg a s t
was formed in AmeiksaiElffin,
The Oxfam Jsast form'Wnfcfc
Harvest began in 3S?4 aanfc iss
always held just before "Tauten
giving, a time when 'test m
scarce in many partsrifteworld, Blaney said.
"We're organizing tae3ssr.at:
Winthrop for two naB»s;' 'sato£
Bianey and McSparidn. ^Sisr,
we want to give peapke&ximce:
to make a persona! s m s S raent to the hungry of rh»
world-fasting is asjrmiMfc ray
of doing that
"Second, contribute^ 'boa:
money is a simpie a i t tfreet
way of sharing some Of xurresources with people j c Hate
America, Asa, and Afttoa
are struggling to surme mai
come self-reliant."

The-program, a growing event
in, student and conmunity inTuhrement, is basically geared
towBst the dorm students.
year, said Blaney, over
iodfaffail resident students took
part.
persons with extra time are
needed at the sign-up table in
TRamson Cafeteria on Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday, and
~M M"

dorm volunteers with sign-up
sheets are needed for the resident halls.
"It's also a good chance for
campus clubs and organizations
to get involved in an important
campus affair," said Blaney.
Interested students should
contact Pat Blaney or Randy
McSpadden at 328-6269 or 3272097.

~W

Math tournament
Outstanding students from thirty South Carolina high schools
will compete in the third annual Winthrop Invitational Mathematics Tournament held Saturday, Nov. 22 in Tillman Auditorium, said Kay Creamer, professor of mathematics.
Creamer said that the students will compete in both written
and oral tests. Trophies will be given for individual and team
winners.
Interested students can observe the oral part of the tournament at 1:00 in Tillman Auditorium.
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Simpty Magnificent

ZTA pledges initiated
The pledges of Zeta Tau Alpha sorority were formally initiated
Friday at 6:00 pjn. at Oakland Baptist Church, said President
Cherry Wyant.
"After going through the pledge period and completing all of
their assignments, the eight new pledges are now actives," Wyant
said.
During "Zeta Week," explained Wyant, each night we had a
different activity planned for the pledges. The activities included a "strawberry social," a "Big Sis/Little Sis" service, and a
party where the pledges showed the work they had completed
during their pledgeship.
"The night after initiation (Nov. 15), we had a "Fantasy
Island" party for the sorority and their dates," said Wyant.

Zeta Phi Beta convention
Mary Craig and Peggy Lawton, members of the Zeta Phi Beta
sorority, will be representing their chapter at the Annual Southeastern Regional Convention during the Thanksgiving Holidays,
said Mary Craig, president.
Craig said that the convention involves chapters from South
Carolina, Florida, and Georgia. "The purpose of the convention
is to share ideas, and discuss ways to improve the national sorority."
In early October, the members attended their Southeastern
Undergraduate Retreat held in Atlanta, Georgia: Craig said that
the retreat involved the $une chapters that will be attending the
Convention. "At the retreat, we compitred ideas on the various
ways each chapter was run. We also discussed the different roan
techniques used by the chapters."
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1941 war maneuvers involved York Co.

Local
businesses
would equipped with the latest model
benefit. Milk, eggs, produce, tanks and half-tracks with grns
VOL LVII, NO. 12
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ice and other perishables would on top along with jeeps and
swamp buggies.
be purchased locally.
The old-time cavalry was
Camden's "swank" old resort
The Red Army and the Blue
Army skirmished in the heart of hotel, The Kirkwood, would present, too. The value of the
horses
had been proven in
Camden before dawn. Hie town become the press center. The
maneuvers when
woke up to tanks roaring roads weren't paved (Kirkwood Louisiana
through the streets and soldiers guests favored horse and car- heavy rains bogged down equip,
Winthrop Senate's bill to set up a committee to study
riage), so the Army graveled and ment.
flitting from tree to tree.
Security's "emergency medical procedures and parking ticket
High school students at Van oiled the roads.
policy" is like a sweet apple with a big worm in it.
Wyck in Lancaster County sat
Security officers are likely among the first people to be called
The army had on hand 12
fascinated as soldiers, not much
when any emergency arises on campus. It makes sense that they
The Blue Army was the de- huge field guns that were proolder
than themselves, raced
should be required to know what to do in an emergency medical
fender.
The
numerically
superior
duced
too late to be used in
through their classrooms and Red Army was the invader. Um- World War
situation.
I. They were so big
spilled out the windows.
But why in the world did the senator have to tack on the part
pires designated the "casualties" that each projectile weighed 345
about the parking ticket policy? Besides being two different
who made up about 20 percent pounds and so accurate that one
issues, the ticket policy and other parking policies have just been
missed by only 25 feet a target
Chester had a practice evacua- of all the participants.
run in the ground. It's time they be tabled for awhile.
The umpires determined the auto parked nine miles away.
"Could security officers handle an emergency?" Geoffrey tion of a textile factory. The prisoners of war who were In wartime it was expected that
workers were taken to a ball
Wilcox, author of the biD, asked. "I think they should be able
park where the army had a pic- handled exactly as they would the principal targets would be
to.
be under wartime conditions. railyards and factories.
nic dinner for them.
'They're here to protect the lives of students on campus,"
These are scenes from the war The prisoners were taken 50 or
he said. "Emergency medical training should be included in their
60
miles behind the lines and
games, or "maneuvers," which
scope of activities."
**
took place in 16 counties of the held until they could be exBy late November, the rains
Wilcox makes sense here. Some security officers have more
two Carolinas from Oct. 6 to changed between the armies at came and the nights turned cold
medical training than others. It just might be a good idea to find
headquarters.
Nov.
30,1941.
and
raw. After a big battle in
out how feasible it would be for all officers to be required aNearly one-third of the entire
Cheraw along the route Sherman
certain amount of training-more than a week.
U.S.
continental
army
particihad marched, the citizenry openI know all safety patrol officers arent EMT's, and I don't
The first big battle between ed their homes to the troopspated-more than a half million
expect them to be. But if a student were in serious need of
the camouflaged Reds and Blues Yankees and Southerners alike.
troops.
They
were
the
largest
medical attention, what one officer knows in the minutes before
peacetime maneuvers in his- occurred on Oct. 4 cm a 30-mile The soldiers were invited to take
an ambulance arrives could make a life of difference.
front which stretched along the
tory.
baths and to sleep in the
Wilcox also pointed out that the Health Center is only open
Chester and Fairfield county hot
guest rooms.
from 10 ajn. to 10 p jn. on weekdays.
line. That weekend Chester had
But if Wilcox had to study toe parking ticket policy, he
The Carolinas were chosen a huge street dance for the
should have done as one senator said and requested a separate
Gen. Lesley J. McNair held a
for a number of reasons. The soldiers and invited them to
committee. A better idea would be to not study it.
rolling terrain and numerous church on Sunday. The soldiers press conference in which he
Wilcox said that students think parking fines are "unfair and
responded
to
both
invitations
said that the troops "can fight
streams were considered ideal.
excessive." He cited an example of a student who saw the same
effectively" but warned that
There were adequate highways, with enthusiasm.
car parked in a wrong space for 30 minutes, with no ticket. The
On Monday the soldiers were losses would be "unduly heavy"
yet
the
population
was
not
so
student parked for 30 seconds in a wrong space while running
back
learning
the
lessons
of
war.
at the present level of training.
concentrated as to interfere
a paper to a teacher and got a ticket.
Gen. McNair said the army
with the soldiere' training or the When the Blue army "blew up"
'basically we try to work everything as often as we can,"
a
bridge
at
Blackstock,
it
meant
needed more discipline and
civilian routines.
Security Chief Williams said. "But we're not set up to catch
a seven mile detour and a 21 needed to be more serious
everybody every time."
mile hike for the Red invaders.
about the dangers of attack
"A lot of the rules are ambiguous," Wilcox added. He said
from the air.
The South Carolina counties
other rules should be simplified.
directly
involved
were
Chester,
My road here continues to fork with Wilcox. The present
Chesterfield, Fairfield, Kershaw,
One line of over 2,500 milimotor vehicle regulations at WC are clearly stated and fair. Fines
Lancaster, Marlboro, Richland tary vehicles stretched from Fort
are also more than fair and cleariy stated.
Four days after the general's
, moxt
Benhto£"Gt,Vito' Rock Hill, a press conference, which signaled
The problem lies not in the rules, but in students not taking and York,
It
was
to
distance
of
425
miles.
a few minutes to sit down and read the rules.
the end of the Carolina maneuWe're college kids, and phrases like "U turns are prohibited^ through-Friday war. Weekends4 : Tested for the first time was vers, the Japanese bombed Pearl
my where on campus" read cleariy enough to me.
& Yfere for rest and recreation.., "" a tank destroyer battalion Harbor.
"I think that we've got a good set of instructions," Williams ,
said. "I think we're consistent."
Wilcox said b a t the task force set up will study whether
there are problems in the two areas. He said Senate can then
say, "Look, we've done something!" when students complain.
On the committee's agenda will be an open session with students to hear suggestions. Wilcox said the purpose is not to have a
confrontation between students and security, but to work together.
I Editor-in-Chief
. . Tim Hattis
"I welcome any groap," Williams said. "Let's sit down and
Managing Editor
. . Lori Ridgt
work it out."
N8W# E d i t o r
In the area of emergency medical training, that sounds like a
•
Michele Haulter
FranStamat
good idea. But with Wilcox's proposal to study the parking g Feature Editor
ticket policy, there shouldn't be anything to work out.
g Sports Editor
Gaylo Young
By RON CHEPESIUK
and LOULSE PETTUS
Special to TJ

Sweet apple, big worm

1 Mhnsonian

Tim HartU
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REALLY A VfiLIp MEASURE Of f
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Make stress work
By BONNIE JERDAN
TJ contributing editor

problems,
lack
of
selfIf you are lucky enough to
confidence, a conflict In value*-, have a few extra elective hours
lack of goals.
to 101 next semester, another
(This column is the second in
The -HdSOnm- stodenta re- way of changing the scene would
a series cm student crises-prob- fened to e«i8u eaddtxatcbeen be to sign up for fim courses in
lems students face and sugges- under the jnf&as&e of-several something you always wanted to
tions on how to handle them of foeae sfaouKs. at the sane leam like guitar, poetry writing,
successfully.)
time. If so, can yda blame them photography, acting, horseback
riding or whatever you're really
The paper rustles in Alices lot actingthe w*£tbey did?
hands and her voice trembles as
Tubednf srfirthat the stress- interested in. Or take one of the
she reads the words written ors tbemseb ass are not the cause short courses offered by Dinthere without looking up at the of peopled problems, rather the kins Student Union.
25 students in her public speak- way they REACT to the
CHANGE YOUR MIND.
ing class. When shefinishesread- stressors it what makes them Changing your attitude is a way
ing, she almost runs to her seat unhappy. He offers four tech- that you can change your
at the back of the room, doses niques for okrng charge of your response to stressors, through
techniques Tubesing describes
her eyes and takes a deep breath, reactions to stressors:
Later that evening Alice bites
REORGANIZE YOURSELF, as relabeling, whispering and
her nails to the quick while Tubesing mgrMs (hawing up imagination. Relabeling is the
studying for her political science short- and laat-issm goals for "art of seeing promise in every
test the next day.
yourself for the next fore years, problem." If you look at a class
George rolls his eyes skyward one year, one month and the presentation as an opportunity
to improve your self-confidence
after stumbling over his third next day.
word in a class presentation.
Alice could set a goat of be- or practice communication
When he finishes, he slams the ginnhtg a aetf-felfiffing career in skills, you may not dread it as
book shut and goes to his desk her chosen ansa in the next five much. Or if you feel like you
shaking his head.
years. For foe next year die failed in the one you just gave,
T m going to cut class next could plan to work an raising you can look at it as a chance to
time they want me to do that her G.P.R. Next month she study what you did wrong and
again," he vows silently. That could plan to make a red effort do better next time. Youll
night he joins his buddies at a to give this semester her best in feel a lot better about it than if
local bar to forget about his order to better enjoy her Christ- you see it as proof of your
term paper due the next week.
mas break. The next day she own inadequacy.
Whispering is "the act of
These students are exper- could start fay reading the next
iencing stress, a common com- chapter of her textbook instead giving yourself positive messages
when
things are going wrong."
plaint of college students. Yet of vstiag until rigit before the
"We all talk to ourselves
stress is vital to effective living, test. George could set similar
about ourselves," says Tubesing,
according to the article "How to goals.
Manage Stress," by Jennifer
CHANGE THE SCENE. This "so why not talk nicely?"
Instead of saying, "Boy, I
Bolch, in die July '80 issue of technique for marargng stress
Reader's Digest.
involves foe natural fight or really made a fool of myself
Donald A. Tubesing, an ffigit reactions to strtm. Some- that tune," or "I just CANT
educational psychologist and timx it is positive to retreat or talk in front of a group of
president of the Whole Person create another setting more people!" try 6aying, "Well, I
Associates in Duluth, Minn., eondndve to yarn inner peace, could have done better, so I will
next time," and "Well, here
was the authority on stress in Tubesing says.
the article. He likens stress to
if yoe^e txy&g to be a per- goes, Alice, do your best!"
Imagination, "the art of
the tension on a violin string, feet stadfnt and putting unIf the string is too tight it reasonable rJL— w good grades, laughing," allows you to accept
breaks; but if it is too slack, it ft might be food to take a walk and appreciate the incongruities
'
wont make music.
down to the coBrg lake, even of life.
"If you can laugh at yourThere are many sources of though it means risking a C on a
stress, Tubesing says-for exam- t a t i n j S t e & j o p S p self;" says Tubesing, "it sets you
pie: internal or external pres- been
WeB" iff semester, ap^rtn fiwm your problem. Then
ybb Sth. t k i It ev it' froma new
sures to succeed, success itself, Sometimes yon have
conflicts with family members yonr own peace at mihdfirst. If peist&ctJ»s-* '' r^T.fiRflojfli
BUILD-" UP ** •'tern
or friends, unrealistic expecta- yon reaSy do have to study, ddtions, too many people to teg it outdoors makes It much STRENGTH. ,Your health., is
please, too little sleep, money more pieasaot.
(Continued on page 7)

Do you think this will be a good
season for the men's basketball
team at Winthrop?
Photos and copy
by Dennis Dickerson

"I hope it is. It has to be better
than it was last year because
we've got some new people on
tiie team and have gotten rid
of tome old people."
June High
Junior

"I hope the men's basketball]
team does ted well this season.
I heard they had some good I
players this year, and I hope to
see some of their games."
|
Michele Haulter
i
Junior
j

"I hope so. After talking to
some of the basketball players,
I think they've got a good team
this year. I'd like to see them
win the district championship,
and with the right breaks I think
they will."
Jimmy Ceman
Sophomore

O/l/lA
AUW
By RICKTOBIN
TJ contributing editor
CHARLOTTE - Approximately two billion tans at
animal manure dropped out of
the sky and hit various major
dties of the worid yesterday in
another planefs apparent retaliation to NASA Is and other
space program's rocketing of
nudear wacte into deep space.
The cities that were hit in the
United States were Washington,
D.C. and Los Angeles; in Russia,
Moscow and Kiev; in Great
Britain, London and Liverpool;
and in China, Peking. Other
dties that have switched from
nudear power to solar energy
were left intact.
The incident has left foe
world stunned. Countries that
weren't dumped on are rushing
fly.Tibial aid to foe devastated
dties.
According to General R u dolph Q. Morgan, head of foe

Nudeer Waste Release Program,
radio f m n n i t e m hare been
picked up repeatedly during the
last ten yens warning our planet
to dessf as fee practice of
roekettog
waste into
spice.
a i d , T t was foe
di-anyc* thing INe ever heard.
Just prior to the attack, a very
high pitched wfee came in over
foe ratio, sad thai paybacks
were a bitch, md then started
langbtng.*"
As
foe
tSg oat of their
piwtwmmi
death toil is
rrmirt^ Mo foe mflKfgig in
WashmSton foe WMtehoose was
coveted with a thirty-foot
HirVrf of gje
The only
thing that sawed President Andy
&oo cethm death was the
oresidmtial fcceS shelter. When
zescned, Gfoh was qooLd as
a lot of BS."
-This M me woe* nodear

related inddent that has ever
occurred," said Frank J.
Mariano, director of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. "The
meltdown in '84 was nothing
compared to this." Mariano was
referring to the meltdown of a
nuclear reactor in Memphis,
Tennessee in 1984 when two
hundred thousand men, women,
and diildren lost their lives,
Gas masks and shovels are being supplied to all survivors in
the cities and to volunteers from
neighboring areas in a massive
deanup-rescue effort. The operation is being severely hampered
by an enormous influx of flies
into the covered areas.
The planetresponsiblefor the
assault has not officially been
identified, but several of NASA's
personnel believe that the offender was Uranus,
• < seventh
planet from the sun in our solar
system. No reason was given tor
this suspicion.

"I think so, because last year
they were predicted to finish]
first, and that put a lot of pressure on them. This year they're
predicted to fiakh fourth in tha i
district,, and that should take!
away some of the pressure that
they had last year."
Bob Bowers
Sophomore

"From what I've heard, I think
they should do well this year,
but no matter what happens 111
support them by attending as
many of tha games as I can."
RamonaAllsep
Freshman

NEWS
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Fieldhouse project underway
By DEBBIE WELLS
TJ news reporter
Construction began on Winthrop College's $10.7 million
fieldhouse this month, said
Jud Drennan, assistant to
President Charles Vail.
Two weeks ago, grading
began at the ate, which is
located on Eden Terrace. November 20 will mark the beginning for bids for the caisson
and related work.
"We want to get the ground
work done before the bad
weather months hit," said
Drennan. "If we finish the
grading and such work, then
bad weather won't inhibit us
from continuing work on the
building itself."
Drennan said the projected
date for completion is now set
for December 1982.
"The reaction from college
officials has been tremendous,"
said Drennan. "Had it not been
for the Board of Trustees and
President Vall's backing us,
It Pays To Be
Well Groomed

31|£

(fkocm llootn
Only 4 blocks
from campus

QuyS&Gals
*

(appropriation of funds for the
fieldhouse) it would have been
rough in Columbia.
Drennan said that a few
students and faculty member*
have expressed opposition to
the fieldhouse. 'This was to be
expected," Drennan said. 'T
personally feel Winthrop will
get its money's worth with the
fieldhouse. In any endeavor
which involves such a large
amount of revenue, you will
always find opposition. Of
course, the fieldhouse facility
will be open to the public,
but only on a rental basis."
Drennan stated that Coach
Gordon also expressed optimism about the fieldhouse.
"Coach Gordon is very ex-

cited about it (the fieldhouse),
but it can be used for more
than just athletics," said
Drennan. ."It can be used for
organizational
meetings
as
well."
Only a few changes haveoccurred In the fieldhouse sincethe plans came off the drawing
board. "We h?ve put a recreation room in place of the projected wei$it room," said
Drennan. "We will also have
vending machines put down
there. Also, the video review
room (where players can review the games and discuss
good and bad points of their
performance) has been enlarged.
The changes that have been
made are small, though."

The buildingI will rise 34 feet
The multipurpose building
ind with another
will seat over 6000 people and above the
round. Surroundwill host intercollegiate sports 27 feet
will be a parking
ing
the
facility
activities as well as concerts
» 1100 vehicles.
space
for
up
to
and conventions.

PROFESSIONAL!

RESUME

PREPARED, TYPESET AND PRINTED BY...

BILL ATKINSON ADVERTISING DESIGN & PRODUCTION
234 JOHNSTON ST., ROCK HILL S.C. 29730 803/328-2659

0XFAM FAST
Wednesday, November 19
Fast For A World Harvest

No Appointment
Necessary
324-5119 1267 Ebenezer Rd.

SPECIAL!
14K GOLD
BEADS

Participate m Winthrop's fourth annual OXFAM
FAST, Wednesday, November 19! By fasting from the
supper meal, WC students will be joining people around
the country in Oxfam's Fast for a World Harvest. The
food money saved on the 19th will be donated to people
working in Oxfam America's self help projects around
the world.

Your donation will go directly where it's needed: for
farming education, irrigation systems, medical health
centers, and nutritional care for hungry people.

3mm

.....

5mm
6mm
7mm

...

4mm

....

SM our complat* s«l»ction
ston* baodt, gold boods,
chains.

Love's

BE SURE TO SIGN UP TO FAST OR GIVE A PERSONAL DONATION AT THOMSON CAFETERIA,
NOVEMBER 19.
Support OXFAM and make a difference.

Sponsored by:
Winthrop College Cooperative Ministry
For information contact:
Pat Blaney (327-2097)
Randy McSpadden (328-6269)
OXFAM is an international
seeks to alleviate the problem of World Hunger through
self-help development programs.
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The 22nd Annual Springs the Light Factory, a professionTraveling Art Show, wnich will al association of photographers
feature prize-winning works by at Spirit Square in Charlotte,
amateur and professional artists North Carolina, will also show
from North and South Carolina, European photographs of 1978will be on display in die Rut- 79.
ledge Building Art Gallery NoThe traveling show is sponvember 18 through December
sored by Springs. Mills of Fort
14.
Howard Spector, director of Mill, South Carolina, and the
•QqrrT
(Continued from page 5)
essential to your happiness-and helps you manage sbess.
It's easy to overdue it in Thomson cafeteria when you can eat
all you want, but leam to limit
it. Develop a healthful diet,
arrange daily relaxation times
and get in the habit of exercising, and soon youH feel much
better about yourself and your
ability to handle stress.
According to Tubesing we all

have resources for dealing with
stress. They can be physical:
jogging, walking; emotional:
hugging a friend, paying someone a compliment; social: being
with friends, going out to a
club; intellectual: reading,listening to music; spiritual: admiring
nature, praying or meditating.
Try using (Afferent resources
than the ones you usually use to
give you a new perspective on
your life.

exhibit consists of 10 easel
paintings, seven mixed media
works, four graphics, six sculptures and seven paintings and
drawings on paper. Eighteen
artists from South Carolina and
16 artists from North Carolina
ke represented along with
Specter's photographs.
The 935 entries for the
Springs Art Show were judged
by Barbara Haskell, curator of
the Whitney Museum of American Art in New York City, and
William S. Lieberman, chairman
Qf tf,e Department of TwenCentury Art at the Metrotieth
poiitan Museum of Art in New
York City.
"Lahaina, Maui, Hawaii," the
.-best o f A o w » e n t r y o f
Doi o r e s M. Carvalho of Columb i a , fc a stitched landscape of
h e r native Hawaii and is known
as an applique tapestry. This
won Carvalho the $2000 top
prize.
Spector, a resident of Char-

lotte, received a B.S.C.E. Civil
Engineering from the University of Connecticut and an
M.F.A. Photography from State
University of New York at
Buffalo. He is presently a director at the U&it Factory in
Charlotte, where he is responsible for implementation of
photography classes, workshops,
seminars, and a monthly national exhibition program.

Spector is also a guest lecturer and he conducts various
workshops. To date, he has
three publications to his credit.
The photographs he will be
showing are from travel.
The exhibit, in the Art
Gallery, is free to the public.
Gallery hours are 9 ajn. to
4:30 pjn. Mondays through
Fridays and from 2 pjn. to 5
p.m. Sundays.

HAIRCUTTING

By Larry Thomas
2153 CHERRY RD.
ROCK HILL, S.C.

BY
APPOINTMENT
PHONE 328-1666

twii=nmanT

Charlie Wants To Take You Skiing!
And if you're the lucky sweepstakes winner of our FREE SKI TRIP for TWO and
a Charlie Cosmetics and Fragrance Wardrobe, that's exactly what Charlie and Revion
will do. This exciting four day — three night trip to Vail, Colorado includes the
following: Air fare for two, via Piedmont Airlines, from Greensboro, N.C..
Louisville, Ky., Nashville, Tenn. or Washington, D.C. to Denver, Colorado
and return. A rental car to drive from Denver to Vail and return. $200 for
meals and miscellaneous spending. Motel accommodations (double occupancy)
for three nights, January 17, 18 and 19, 1981 at the beautiful ANTLERS LODGE, Vafl,
Colorado. Ski lessons by the Ski School at Vail, ski lift tickets and ski
equipment rentals. Hurry to our Revion Charlie beauty counter
^
S
today and register for this exciting trip. Registrations close
(
&
November 22, 1980.
I«

And here's an added bonus . . .
A good-looking dividend
full of Charlie good looks . . .

\\ I
111
Ul

( *

.

'Charlie's Color Portfolio'
This bonus can be yours for only 8.00 with a 5.00 or more purchasel3*PRflpVMMQM
from the Charlie or Chaz Collections. This portfolio includes 8
Fresh Fresh Eyecolors, 2 Blushiest Blushers, 2 Extra Extra
Shine Lipsticks, 2 Extra Extra Lip Glosses and two each
^
blush applicaiors and eyeshadow applicators. And
A
it's all neatly packaged in a light blue padded vinyl
//
m
portfolio complete with mirror.
4fl

Now thru November 22nd!

Shop Monday thru Saturday 10 am til 9 pm

Say Charge it with Balk Charge, Matter Charge, Visa
or American Expreat

Rock Hill Mall on Cherry Rd., Rock Hill, S.C.
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"Winthrop Challenge" enters 2nd season
PAO — Quick. You have 10
seconds to answer this question:
"What is the proper name for
the earliest and longest period of
prehistoric man, commonly
called the Old Stone Age?"
If you don't know the
answer, dont be discouraged.
That is one of the few questions
high school students couldn't
answer on toe "Winthrop Challenge," a weekly television program in toe quiz show format
that tests scholars from 24
South Carolina high schools.
By toe way, the answer to
that opening mind-teaser is toe
Paleolithic Age. Not all questions are that rough, but the
students who participate i.:ust
be knowledgeable about a
variety of subjects.
The program, produced by
WNSC-TV in Rock Hill, was
created last year by Winthrop.
It airs on toe eight channels of
toe South Carolina Educational
Television (ETV) Network.
This year's new season
brought a new host and a new
set designed by WNSC technicians. The new host is Bill Daniel, a professor of philosophy
and religion and chairman of toe
Winthrop Honors Council.
Daniel said that most of toe
questions used on the show are
composed by two undergraduate
students working as assistants in
toe Honors Council office. Some
questions are prepared by faculty. Altogether, he said it takes
about 15 to 20 hours a week,
hunting through high school
textbooks, to come up with 70
questions. About 40 to 45 of
those questions will be used on
a show.
"Questions are prepared according to a formula," Daniel
said. "Out of 14 different
topics, including literature, history, mathematics and science,
eight questions will be about
literature, 10 about history, and
so forth."

Competitors are rewarded for
knowledge and quick response.
To answer a question, a competitor pushes a button on toe
panel in front of him or her.
The first person to hit the
button may attempt to answer
the question when toe program
judge recognizes him or her
by name and school.
This year Houstin Craighead,
a Winthrop professor of philosophy and religion, is judge of
toe "Winthrop Challenge."
Craighead determines whether
a contestant's answer is correct.
If toe first answer is incorrect,
the opposing team has a chance
to answer the question. Time
limits for answering a question
vary-10 seconds for a recognition question is sufficient, but
a math problem requires more
time for computation, Craighead
said.
"I look over the questions
before a game to make sure
they are valid," Craighead said.
"There may be some questions
that are improperly wo'ded or
could have more than one
correct answer."
Craighead has two student
assistants helping him tabulate
the score and watch the time
clock.
Although each show lasts
only half an hour, it takes
approximately four hours of

work at the WNSC-TV studio
to produce three shows.
This year's new set, designed by WNSC's Elaine McGavock, is colorful. Bright rust,
yePow and lime carpeting cover
the set, complete with a pant
Winthrop Eagle, the school mascot.
The set has curved surfaces
"for a more flowing look,"
McGavock said. "We wanted a
look of continuity."
The set is constructed so that
toe two competing teams sit in
split-level rows.
Moderator Daniel said that
the 24 competing high schools
were chosen last year according
to which higi schools in toe
state have previously been involved
with
interscholastic
activities,
primarily
those
schools that have participated in
Wintorop's
Model
United
Nations, an annual event at toe
college.
The same teams that competed in last year's "Winthrop
Challenge" are competing again
this year. Daniel said that
should there be a competition
next year, only the top-ranked
teams will return. "We will try
alternating schools, keeping only
the top eight teams," he said.
Preliminary rounds for this
year's "Winthrop Challenge"
championship will be aired
weekly through March 1981.

The championship series is
scheduled for early April 1981.
Last year Richland Northeast High School of Columbia
won toe championship, and

Spartanburg Day School placed
second. North Augusta High
School and T.L. Hanna High
School of Anderson tied for
third place.

ORDER YOUR

TATLER
BEFORE THANKSGIVING!))
There are a limited number of copies of this
year's 1981 book still available. If you w?»«t
one, write the TATLER a $7 check, put i ; ;
envelope with this form at the Dinkins Inforr
tion Desk by November 25. Your canceled
check will be your receipt. If you wait - it
may be too late!!
NAME

1

STUDENT NUMBER
PHONE NUMBER

$ CASH FOR GOLD $

POST OFFICE BOX

If you're down on your luck and run out of bucks,
come by Bud Welch's and sell your gold: CLASS
RINGS, WEDDING BANDS, NECKLACES,
EARRINGS
Sporting Goods
BEATY SHOPPING CENTER

1 block from Winthrop

Diamond Solitaire Sale

Advising session
successful
"The freshman advising
session held Thursday, Nov. 6,
in toe Thomson Cafeteria was a
success," said Mary Evelyn
Collins, freshman advisor for toe
Department of Communications.
The session was held for
those students who have been
advised by toe Department of
Communications, and those
freshmen who had planned to
change their major to Communications.

**************
% EARLY CHRISTMAS t
*
SHOPPERS
*
*
Need extra money? *

*

*
*
*
7
J

*

You can earn good extra •
income as an Amway *
dWributor a few hours *
p a day. For more infor- *2
nutton call 366-9915.
J

FRENCH GERMAN SAVE
UP TO
SPANISH
55%

PAPERBACKS

50% Ofi Entire Selection
Winthrop Collage Store
( DAMNS STUKNT CEMfEt)
ALL SALES FINAL

Lay away
now
for
Christmas
WU.UA.KJN - Th* word ot v i k »
vor f i p r — n i l aflhar Iha »opraMI ratu* or B * compart!**
MNng prtca a* aaUmaiad by ex.
•"port# front Rota* aurvays of
Mm* o< « M l w Myto k «MWy.

Diamonds coit lest at Love's - and we guarantee
it. We're overstocked on certain sizes and must
reduce our Inventory. You can save up to 26%
off our regular low price if you buy now. Hurry
for best selection. All diamonds subject to prior
sale. Use our FREE Lay-a-way. All price*
include 14K Gold mounting.

Sample listing of Stones From Our
Extensive Stock
SIZE
VALUATION
SALE
1/6 CT
$350 . . . 149
1/4CT
450... 219
1/3 CT . .
650 . . . 279
.42 CT
1,025
489
.45 CT
950 . . . 449
.49 CT
. .1075 . . . 539
•50 CT
1,095 . . . 559
.55 CT
1,296 . . . 645
.60 CT
1,395 . . . 699
.65 CT
1,035 . . . 499
.65 CT
1^00 . . . 749
.68 CT

.69 CT
.71 CT

.73 CT
•90CT

Love's

ISS

1.550 . . . 779

1^00 . . . 649
1,350 . . . 679

1,390 . . . 695
2/300 . . . 995

y

1120 CHERRY RD., ROCK HILL, S.C.
JPHONIII03) 366-7161
Across from Hardee's
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Wheeling around N.O,
By MAGGIE SMUH
Special to TJ

largt and varied flea market then
tool: a boat ride up and down
the Mississippi.
Following a quick dinner
back at camp, the Outing Club
once again bit Bourbon Street
aid dutifully sampled its wares
at various famous night spots
including The Court of Two
Sisters and Brennans.

What better way as t&e«to
speed £aQ break Oum reSsr
skating down Boutfxm Staxt is
New Orleans? WtS, 3se Waxthrop Outing C8sb exdda't
think of a better way, so Bat's
what they did!
One group, ccrarnlmj of
Sonja Kassis,
ZfcSxky,
On Monday, the folks surConnie Welch sad Magg&s fired one last bumpy (and I
Smith, left eariy ItasSag? asqfct mean bumpy) ride into the city
driving 15 hoars EtaagkS fsKsojgs from camp. They caught the
to Baton Rouge wtese Stcy slow, tat picturesque, train to
spent Halloween weog&So,
she zoo where some of the more
They met the rest OS the cJab adventuresome rode the eleSaturday atPat O^B3*srfiera pfaants. Returning by tram to
day of sightseeing wiwM tie the French Quarters, they rentFrench Quarter. Ibe aev
ed out skates and hit the streets
were John Difie, its. Sotesaoa, {literally). The last night was
Curt HoUabaugfa,
PoM, spent as a farewell tribute to
and Sharon SaedeL Ah© a s t h s Pat O'Brian's listening to four
group was Matt Wawteff, and fantastic and lively lady piano
Cindy and Jane Saeeo vfa* isotls players!
promptly took off Jo rial teiaAll were sad to leave on
tives in the city.
Tuesday morning for Ttock Hill,
The subdued ffXfsp msrkvd but they were detei.nined to
the "hurricanes" from mat night bring a little of that New Orleans
well enough to get s s staff start craziness back with them. If
on Sunday- After a aesakfast you see a bunch of people
of the iratHtaanfd .ja& as Mt skating down Cherry Road to
and beignets aft; She i&sous the different establishments-you
Cafe DuMonde t£bey raiteS the know who they are!

Now thru November 22rd.

YOUR GIFT
The Town
And Country Slicker
Yours with any
10.00 purchase of
Aramis, Devin ^
or Aramis 900. j j l

$14.95
WW
Telephone
UOiHfa&ys 3:00-9:00 PM 3 6 6 - 9 7 0 5
Saturday 9:00-5:00 PM

Free
Ear Piercing

wttft pwrefcus* of •arring* at oRly

aramis

DEVIN

T\It; TOWN AND COUNTRY SUCKER

Not everyone needs to
lose weigfct for the Holidays
. . . Bui if your figure could
stand some trimming before
f t * season's socializing begins
Cafi Diet Center!

I

Y O U C A N LOSE
17 T O 25 P O U N D S
IN JUST SIX WEEKS

^

And weH leach y*Mi
HCAW t o keep » off

P CALL TODAY!

SfSUlET \
» CENTER7
) Ebenezer Rd.
327-3300

_

Ybtireift with any 10.00 purchase of Aramis. Devin or Aramis 900.
A rugged, rust colored waterproof slicker for fair weather or foal. Zipsdosed,
ties snug. Has elasticizec! Wnsts and big flapped pockets. One size fits all. so
this practical slicker is not for mer.\?<:Jy, Yours today. At the Aramis counter.

Cologne
2 oz.
$
Spray Cologne
2 oz.
Super Cologne
After Shave
4 OK.
Soothing After Shave
4 oz.
Moisturizing After Shave
2oz.
Bath Soap (Box of 3)
24 Hour Anti-PerepLant Spray
Deodorant Stick
Super-Rich Shave Foam Concentrate for Nonnai Beards
RNA Bio-Complex Moisture Cream
1 oz.
Bracing Body Rub
Malt Enriched &ampoo
6 oz.

Shop Monday thru Saturday 10 am until 9 pm
Rock Hill Mali on Cherry Rd.
Rock Hill. SXT.

Say Charge it with Beik Charge, Master Charge, Vka or Amorkae E z p n a

*15.00
16.00
18.50
17.00
13.00
15.00
14.00
5.50
5.50
0.00
20.00
7.50
10.00

FEATURE
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WC Theatre's 2nd project
By RUBY McILWAIN
TJ feature reporter

"Theatre-goers who are TV
fans will recognize the story
from its shorter version on the
tube last year with Richard
('Shogun") Chamberlain as
Chekhov, "the writer," an alterego to playwright Neil Simchi,"
Reynolds said.
The cast for the Winthrop
Theatre's version of "The Good
Doctor" is Renee Atkinson of
Florence, S.C.; Kathy Bishop,
Sumter, S.C.; Donny Blanchette,
Chester, S.C.; Jim Briggs,
Sumter, S.C.; Bob Crabtree,
Ocean Springs, Ms.; Amanda
Deese of Camden, S.C.; Jennie
Dunn of Spartanburg, S.C.;
Charles Martin of York, S.C.;
David Samuels from Columbia,
S.C.; Bart Silver from Rock Hill,
S.C.; Jimmy Smith of Spartanburg, S.C. and Cynthia Wragg of
Georgetown, S.C.
Tickets are $3.00 for fee public and $2.00 with WCID. Box
office opens at 7:15 in Johnson

A prostitute, an unfaithful
wife, a budding actress from a
hick town, and a social climbing
housewife are four of the major
characters who springfromfee
pen of "The Good Doctor" - a
medicine man turned doctor.
"The Good Doctor", Winthrop Theatre's second mainstage production of the season,
will open for the public on Friday and Saturday, Nov. 21 and
22 at 8 p.m. in Johnson Hall.
There wfll also be a Sunday
family matinee at 2:30 pan. on
Nov. 23.
"First Nighters showing on
Wednesday, Nov. 19 is bold
out," said Dr. Chris Reynolds,
one of (he three directors of
the production.
A comedy with bold story
lines, "The Good Doctor" is a
flashback through the eyes of
the writer, who relives the roles
of characters both touching and
humorously eccentric. These experiences depicted on stage
range from his women problems
at age 19, when his oldfashioned but feisty father takes
him to a 'house of ill repute' to
teach him about women.
"As the writer grows up on
stage, we see him become a [
smooth and elegant seducer of
married women and finally, a |
famous and successful writer
who is impressive to men and •
irresistable to women," said
\
Reynolds.
According to Reynolds, the
writer who created these characters in "The Good Doctor" - a
dozen colorful tum-of-the- |
century personalities - is Broadway and Hollywood hit playwright Neil Simon with his version of the playwright Anton
Chekhov. Chekhov's' characters
originally appeared in popular
comic short stories. Playwright
Simon followed successes like
"Barefoot in the Park," "California Suite," 'The Cheap
Detective," and "The Goodbye
Girl," with "The Good Doctor"
written as a vehicle for his
young wife, Marsha Mason, who
played several of the roles.
A special directing gimmick
is of interest in that three
directors - Chris Reynolds, Les
Reynolds, and Blair Beasley,
are collaborating on directing
the show with its multiple
characters, sets, and costumes.

Hall on nights of performance.
"Rating for The Good
Advance box office is at 319 Doctor* is PG," Reynolds said,
Tues- "although fee subject material
Kinard Building, 14 pjn., Ti
day, Nov. 18-Friday, Nov. 21,

The Winthrop Theatre wfll present "The Good Doctor" by Neil Simon, Nov. 21-28 at 8 pjn. in
Johnson Hall. The players are (front row, 1. to r.) Jennie Dunn, Bart Silver, Renee Atkinson and
(back row, 1. to r.) Cynthia Wragg and Kathy Bishop. (PAO Photo)

RECORDS I TAPES I ACCESSORIES

James Parrish's
Flowerland

10-9 M-Sat.
ROCK HILL MALL

\We Record Cellar\
I

is spicy, fee lmguage and
action is in good taste, and
suitable for family enjoyment."

BRING THIS COUPON AND
WINTHROP COLLEGE I.D. v
And Get
$1 OFF

ACROSS FROM RICHARDSON HALL
^

Remember that special someone for
Christmas with flowers
221 Cherry Rd.

Phone: 328-6205

ANY $6.99 ft UP ALBUM or TAPE
(ALL TAKS QUAHAN7ZM& I VEA*
LIMIT OME Ptn CUSTOMER
NAME
ADDRESS.

.OFFER EXPIRES NOV. 22.

V; -- -

Everything
you always wanted
in a beer.
And less.

DOUGLAS
STUDIO
Christmas
Special
2 5x7 Black & White
portraits, 6 wallet sizes
A l l same pose $24.96
Call for appointment
327-2123
314 Oakland Ave.

Cash anytime for your books between.
10 am - 1 2 pm & 1 pm to 5 pm
Monday — Friday

Beaty Wholesale, Inc.

FEATURE
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AOE gospel choir creating breeze
Workshop, which will finalize in
a grand performance on Sunday,
November 23, at 7:00 pjn. m
Tillman Auditorium.
"This is our third workshop.
Our guest conductress is Ms.
Rosemary Griffin, « native of
East St. Louis, Illinois now
residing in Orangeburg, S.C.,"
said Boyd.
Visiting choirs include Voorhees College Choir, UNCC Gospel Choir, Denmark High School

Choir,
Orangeburg
Gospel
Choral Union and S.C. State
College Gospel Choir. Hie theme
for the workshop is "Breezes of
the Holy Spirit."
"This is my 3rd year
directing the choir. We've come
a long way, and we've accomplished a lot in this time. We've
established a good reputation
from the local community and
from different places throughout the state."

Early Christmas
Savings at

Beat the Christmas Rush
Buy Now & Save
—

MOM
rf

FOOTBALL NITEU , , ,
Happy H*Ur
tro'drngM J

TUES
'*

CHUG'N CONTEST!!
*FREE Case of beer
. -*he u*nr\»nfl
}
warns of 4. £ p-m. «harp.

Obn*+ inlsS him..., _
— -1*0 FRCEKM5
TOURS LONG KECK Nit£ U § t
20
504 bcAHes alt wigh+!
FBI
at

HCOOfF PITCHSRH
u[3d*dt#€h purchase.

SAT
ZZ

AFTSRNOON FOOTBALL!!
Happy Hour
If-m.

Clip out this ad for

Offer Expires
December 20, 1980

1012 Oakland Avenue
Rock Hill, S.C.
327-6784

Open 10-6 Monday Hum Saturday
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SPORTS

Basketball players speak
other co captain. He is a junior shot before I do, because they N.C. has tremendous pimping
from Great Falls, S.C. Brunson are more accurate shooters than ability, which allowed him to
block 12 shots last year. McAfee
comes into the season after I am.
played in 28 games last year, and
spending the summer on the
With men's basketball already
started
in two. He averaged 4.4
Australian Summer team, which
underway, TJ has an introducpoints per game. McAfee will see
tion to the 15 members of the
is composed of the best NAIA
much more playing time this
players in the country. Brunson
team. This year's team is dediyear, and will be a key asset to
cating the season to Rondell
was ineligible first semester last
the team.
"Stick" Watts, one of last
season because of transferring
TJ: With your good shooting
year's managers, who died this
from Gardner-Webb, but saw a
ability, why didn't you shoot
summer from cystic fibrosis.
lot of action second semester.
more last season?
He started in nine games. He led
Here are some comments from
McAFEE: I wasn't as confithe team in scoring last semester,
the players.
dent in my shooting as I am
h-ving the highest average on the
now.
In high school, I didn't do
team, at 14.8 points a game. The
as much outside shooting as I do
same is expected of him this
now.
season.
TJ: After being a center in
TJ: Did playing in Australia
high school, do you feel conhelp your game, or have you
fident with your ball handling?
become tired of it?
McAFEE: Yes, I have worked
BRUNSON: No, I haven't
• AG*-*
on it a lot since high school.
become £Lred of playing. It made
Playing city league and summer
me look into the future for playNo. 31
basketball has helped me a lot.
ing basketball overseas when I
TJ: Does not starting discouBENNIE BENNETT, a 6*1" graduate.
EAGLI
rage you?
senior, is a co-captsin from
TJ: Usually seniors are capMcAFEE: No, it doesn't, beGable, S.C. Bennett will also be tains. What does it mean to you, No. 50
cause I feel that I can contribute
starting as a guard. Last year, be being selected as a junior?
ALAN OURS will be the to the team coming off the
led the team in free throw perBRUNSON: It means a lot of
centage with 82.3%. His spec- responsibility for two years. It is starting center this year. He is bench. As long as I can help the
tacular one-on-one moves make a peat thrill to be captain, and a 6'11" junior from Silver team win, I'll be happy.
Springs, Maryland. Ours played
him one of the fans' favorite it was a big surprise.
only second semester, because of
players to watch. He also averTJ: What do you consider transferring. He played in 15
aged 14 points a game last year. your weakness?
games, and averagbg eight
TJ: What do you feel it wtO
BRUNSON: I think outside
EAGLE t
take to be successful this shooting, because our offense is minutes per game. He averaged
three points a game and •
season?
made for five to ten foot shots.
No. 22
never fouled out. He has a
BENNETT: Execution-doing
RICK RIESE is a 6*2" the things we are suppose to
tremendous shooting touch for
senior from Massillon, Ohio, do. We have the best offense
a big man.
TJ: What will be the differwho started in his 64th consecu- that I've ever seen. If everyone
tive game last Saturday. Riese is carries out their roles, it will
ence this year since you are
one of the best defensive players always work. Also, team costarting, than last year, as a
in the district. He was named to hesion. We never did well as a
relief man?
the All District Team last year, team. We never had five people
OURS: Last year my role was
with an average of 9.5 points a play well at the same time.
to give the starting center a
game. Riese led the team in six
rest, whereas this year, my role
TJ: What does being captain
categories, including 128 steals. mean to you?
will be to be consistent. Ill have
Riese and his five-year partner,
to be consistent for the whole
BENNETT: Being captain
Bennic Bennett, will be .the adds. a.little more responsibility.
gam£, as opposed to short inagtftygiv'
iTfSi/nfil. iae! qoisUniW
starting guards for the Eagles.
A? a captain, I must serve as
TJ: Where did you get your
a communicator between the
outside shooting ability as a
coach and the players. I must
TJ: What do you feel will be be a leader on and off the
6'11" center?
EAGLE
the key to a successful team this
OURS: When I was in 9th
court.
year?
grade, my coach told me that No. 40
TJ: Will the coach's emphaRIESE: The key will be if
as a big man, if I had a good
everybody gets down and plays sis on defense hurt your
KEVIN SIMPSON comes
outside shot in addition to an
good team defense. The team offense?
inside game, that I would be from Greenwood, Indiana. He is
BENNETT: No, it will not,
has never had everyone playing because offense and defense are
EAGLJ
better off in the long run. I also a 6'4" freshman that will also
good defense. If we do play played at two ends of the court.
shot a lot in the off season as be seeing considerable playing
good defense, it will just smooth Defense makes you more in- No. 42
much as possible, to keep a time this year. Simpson won
out our offense, because we al- volved in the gsme, and that
many honors from the state of
TIM RAXTER is a junior good touch.
ways have had good offense.
Indiana. He started all four years
TJ: Why do you like playing concentration keeps you in fee from Rock Hifl. At 6*7", Raxter
in high school. He was named to
wiS also be starting as a forward.
defense as much as you do, game at all times.
The All-Conference team his
Last year, Raxter started in 14
when you don't get much recogfreshman and senior year, and
games, and played in 27. He
nition for it?
was named to the All-Country
averaged b.S points per game.
RIESE: I feel that I am
team. He averaged 21.6 points
Raxter is a very aggressive playstronger on defense, and weaker
and 10.9 rebounds a game. He
er, and the dunk is his favorite
on offense. I think that a good
was also the team's captain, and
shot.
defensive play is just as exwas named most valuable play
TJ:
Do
you
feel
more
comciting as an offensive play.
fortable now that all the press
TJ: With the Creamers gradthe Creamers got will not be
uated, do you feel that scoring
TJ: As a freshman, what do
around?
will be more important to you
you think you can contribute to
RAXTER: Yes, I feel more
this year?
the team?
comfortable, because them being
SIMPSON: I would like to
twins gave them a lot of publihelp the team any way I could.
RIESE: No, because the
city. I think other players on
I'd especially like to help with
offense we run is oriented towthe team should have received
rebounding and assists, or scorard getting the ball inside. I
more praise for their playing
ing if we need it. But winning is
think I will keep my average
ability.
myfirstprioricy.
around 10 points a game.
TJ: Does knowing you have
to score more this year put more
pressure on you?
TJ: Is it an advantage to
E ACL
come from Indiana, where
RAXTER: No, I know
TJ: Do you cons'der yourbasketball is important?
Bennie. Rick, and Charlie are
self a team leader, even though
going to do the bulk of the No. 21
SIMPSON: Yes, because there
you aren't the captain?
scoring, and I think my role is
is a lot more competition, and
RIESE: Yes, because guards No. 34
GERALD McAFEE will be play is physical, which is what I
to get fee ball to them, and
are team leaders. We tun the
CHARLES BRUNSON, a score when I've gui, the oppor- the third guard for the Eagles. like. The size of the players
team by handing the ball first,
6'8" starting forward, is the tunity. IH let them take the The 6*0" junior from Charlotte, doesn't bother me.
to set the offense.

By JOSEPH BRENNAN
TJ sports reporter

E
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out on 1980-81 season
the taller players.
TJ: Why doesnt it bother
you not starting?
FEEMSTER: Right now, I
feel I am not capable of playing
a whole game. Maybe later in
the season I may be able to,
but right now my strength is a
good 6 to 8 minutes a game.
TJ: Most players as strong as
you are, do not have the soft
shooting touch you do. How did
you acquire it?
FEEMSTER: It is just something that comes with some
play. I don't think it is something you work on to get. It
comes naturally.

32
MM GIBSON, a 6*8" junior
Sssffi Massfflon, Ohio, will play
forward. and center this season.
L-jat year, Gibson played well at
M a i , including a 16 point
pcce against Wingate. He will be
miiated on this season to fill a
<Saai icde which can be hard cm
an athfefc?. He must back up censer and forward, which he can
&«3.
Tl: Hew do you hope to imjess® the inconsistent play that
TSK showad last year?
GIBSON": My scoring is the
issa shat has been inconsistent;
this is what I've been
we&mt GO the most.
No. 20
lit What do you feel your
safe will be this year as a center
DERRICK GOODWIN is a
forward?
6*2" freshman from Columbia,
GIBSON: I havent had the S.C. He was the last player cut
stacest to play forward this fall, from the University of South
l a will be my Sr3t time play- . Carolina last year, so he canve ,to
ing aazSex since my first year Wlnihrop last January with jsome
bsss. I wffl hopefully be able to impressive high school statistics.
Goodwin was an All-Conference
and All-Area performer for two
seasons. He was All-State his
senior yeur with a 19 point
average. He was named to two
All-Tournament teams vhile he
was captain, and MVP of his
team.
TJ: Why did you come to
Winthrop as a walk on?
GOODWIN: Since I was the
last erne to get cut at USC, I
decided to come to a small
school to play basketball, and I
had a lot of friends at Winthrop.
TJ: What do you feel your
role will be for the team this
yea??
GOODWIN: To oe honest
with you, I don't know. Whatever Coach Gordon thinks that I
can do the best to help the team
is what IH be doing.
TJ: Has it discouraged you to
play behind Rick, Beunie and
Jfe.33
Gerald?
I don't feel playCASL FEEMSTER is a 6*2" ingGOODWIN:
them has discouraged
fcrwanf torn Sharon, S.C. He me. behind
I know that as long as I play
3SS6 pkk his spots when he
aay* because of his height dis- hard I will get playing time.
atanNgR, He always hustles and
1GG percent. He averaged
U sefeta per game and started
saw paws. He can be a spark to
Ae lews wfien in the game.
Ufc Yea play forward at
FEE&8IEK: I have to hustle
* ist, asnf m a r j quick jumping

named to All-League, County,
and Area teams with a 23.8
average.
TJ: How are you adjusting
from being a high school star
to a non-starter?
PENN: I knew I would not
start when I came here, so it ts
net bothering me.
TJ: What do you consider
strengths?
PENN: Shooting, because I
have confidence in my shooting.
TJ: What made you want to
play basketball at Winthrop,
and what can you contribute?
PENN: When I visited the
school, I liked Coach Gordon
and the South. I think I can
develop into a good, all-around
steady player.

EAGiJ

No. 11

No. 10

RON McKEE is a 6'2" freshman from North Augusta, S.C.
Ron comes to Winthrop with a
23 points per game average,
which won him the most valuable player in the county, AllConference, and a member of
the A11-C.R.S.A. He also was the
team's MVP.
TJ: With a successful high
school career, why did you come
to Winthrop with all the experienced guards?
McKIE: I knew that they had
two good guards, and I could
watch them play everyday and
gain experience by practicing
with them. I have four years
which is a long time.
TJ: What are your goals at
Winthrop?
McKIE: My first goal is to
get my education, and then fill
the role that Coach Gordon has
planned fo? me. I have" no personal goals as long as the team
does well.
TJ: What A) you consider
your strengths?
McKIE: Boy, that's a hard
one. It sounds like I am
bragging. Shooting, and ball
handling, and my overall knowledge of tha game are what I
consider my strengths.

MIKE MIROS is a 5'10"
freshman from Greenville, S.C.
Miros is one of the two walkons to make the team this year.
Miros is a tremendous bail
handler that was captain of his
high school team. He is a very
accurate shooter and won the
hustle award for his team while
averaging five points and eight

EAGLE
No. 14
EDDIE PENN is a 6'10"
freshman from Hagerstown,
Maryland. Penn comes to Wlnihrop with many of Boonbor^
High School's records. He was
captain of the team his junior
and senior secsons. He was

No. 44
HOWELL PEGG is a 6 7 "
freshman from Weaverville ,-N.C.
Pegg was the leading rebounder
in his county last year, averaging
12 rebounds, along with 12
points a game. This got him All
Conference honors. He was
voted the team's best defensive
player from his average of 6.5
blocked shots a game. He could
fill in at either forward spot
when needed.
TJ: Will not playing as much
as you did in high school bother
you?
PEGG: No-I did not make the
team until my sophomore year. I
just played the end of my
sophomore year and all of my
senior year.
TJ: What are your career
goals at Winthrop?
PEGG: I don't have any individual goals. I just want to feel
like I am contributing to the
team.
TJ: Do you think that you
can help the team this year?
PEGG: I don't know if I can
help them this year with all the
upperdassmen in front of me. I
just want to improve so I can
help them in my junior and
seaiar years.

TJ: What made you want to
be a walk-on at Winthrop?
MIROS: I was coming to Winthrop regardless of playing
basketball, because I liked the
school and the business department. I just like basketball, so I
tried out for the team.
TJ: What do you feel your
rtle will be on this year's team?
MIROS: It wiH be limited. It
will come in certain situations.
My role will come in the future
as I^^q^perience.
TJ: What do you feel will be
the key for a successful team
this season?
MIROS: I feel that *ve will
be a successful team if everyone
gives his best and plays to his
potential.

No. 3
DOUG SCKMIEDING is a
6'3" junior guard from Seneca,
S.C. Schmieding will not play
first semester because of a
serious knee operation he had
over the summer. Schmieding
wiQ play a dual role when he
joins the team sacond semester,
filling in at guard and forward.
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reach playoffs
%-J39BFB.BRENNAN
f 2 s j c r o zeporter

Intramurals

I&K W!n£hrop College soccer
asaa.. fessefe by injuries and
aiusr problems, put them aside
SE sacs She District 6 playoffs
3SE t&c fcursli consecutive year.
USe Ssgies sided up third, and
=2me«£ tE Ezskine for their
TKHStfr last Wednesday. The
-near match had she district's
am ssam. Coastal Carolina, hosting ±s Ccilege af Charleston last
V-Hsiesday at 2 pjn. The winass: met at 2 pjn. Saturday at
•&£ stagiest seeded team.
Hts results will be in next
TOKS?xT3L
'TS* gages ended their

AS OF NOVEMBER 7,1330
Women's F1*K FootbaE
TounuBnent Remits

FNE

12 Zaps
Results:
Tournament Champions - Sips
Tournament Runner-Dps - 5>H
Women's Flag FootoaS
League Standing

regular season with a 2-1 loss at
the hands of host Wofford
Terriers on Friday, November
7.
Winthrop trailed eariy in the
first half when Russell Davies
took the ball off of a corner
kick, and then put it in the
net. The Eagles, who were playing tentative and defensive
soccer eariy in the match, got a
goal from freshman Mike Scott,
to tie the score at halftime.
For Scott, it was his first goal of
his soccer career. He had never
scored a goal in practice or any
type of game situation.
With the playoffs on the line,
he picked a perfect time to score
the goal, lite Eagles were al-

ready in the playoffs before the
match, but the team was not
certain. The winning goal Wofford scored in the second half
was a questionable cue. Wofford
was awarded a coiner kick.
Winthrop goalie, Bob Bowen,
had stopped the bail, bat
Tommy Lyndh punched at the
ball and was able to setae the
winning ending.
Winthrop, who was outshot
9-7, saw their record faD under
the .500 level for the first time
since eariy in the season. The
Eagles end their regular season
with a disappointing 10-11 record, and are looking at the playoffs as their salvation to their
season.

AFL
Misfits
Zips
Semi-Tough
ZTA
Tournament Pvassifc
Campus Champions - Misfits
Tournament Champions - Zeis
Tournament Runner-Dp - FXE
League Champions - SSC&Rticated Ladies
Women's SoftbaS
League Standings
ASL

SSL
3-1 Misfits
3-1 MzrgEEfi. XBSKS
0-3 Green M & M

M&N
Fantastic Frogs
Gray Ladies

3-3
S-I
24

Tournament Resa&s
Campus Champions Tournament Champions - Margaret Nance
Tournament Runner-Dp - Gsres
M&M
League Champions - M & X
Men's FLtg FooggiD Staadasgt
AFL
•Henderson Bombers
Buccaneers
Ward Clerk
Turbo ts
Master Batters
8th Floor Terrors
Bedinger's Babies
*AFL Champions
Kackbusters

5-0 *Kaclfi«teB
4-1
3-3
2-2 WBdos
2-3
1-3
0-5
*NFL
This Week's Garnet :
27 Seven FOSTSBBE

COLLEGE TEXACO
-one block from Winthrop cmxtpms-

Get your oil checked and take
advantage of this week's special §m mi

SERVICE CALLS 327-2241
WE SUPPORT EAGLE

Donnie Creamer, manager
Scott Conant, asst. manager
Mark Creamer
JOn Rion
Willard Debrjhl

to kcfr

t (15), a forward on the Eagle team, was trying to get a foot on the ball when the torn
Tfarod against Wofford. fFJ Photo by Page Copley)

Come In Today For Your
Free 1981 Gilt Catalog...
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lUPIl VoUeyball team finishes third
Why do you go

By GAYLE YOUNG
TJ sports editor

to a basketball game?
When you attend a Wlnthrop basketball game, there is a lot
more going on inside the gym than just men and women playing
basketball. In fact, some people come that aren't even interested
in basketball.
Probably the next busiest place besides the court, is the press
table. According to Joe Brennan, a TJ reporter who sits at the
press table, there is a variety of people there. Each team has
somebody keeping the official score books. WRHI radio station
broadcasts the games, and usually there is a radio station from
the other team's home town.
Also at the table, is the public address announcer, who will be
Gary Stone again this year. The time keeper, Owen Privett, will
have a seat, along
with statisticians for both teams. And
someone who you should be sure not to miss is Andy Solomon,
sports information director. He puts out haifiime stats, and a
complete box score at the end of the game. (He is also in charge
of who gets to sit at the press table.)
There are several newspaper ro-> (and women) at the table.
(Be cautious of these people; they jjust have problems if they
work for a newspaper!)
You will also find the Pep Band at the game. So if you are a
musician, you could come to listen to them. They play before
the women's games, between the women's and men's games, at
half time, and for a little while after the game.
Let's not overlook the Eaglettes. They have work to do, too.
They take up tickets at the door, show people to their reserved
seats, and take care of press row refreshments at half time. They
are responsible for fee Hospitality Room, where Eagle Club
members go before the game and half time. They serve them
refreshments at half time.
Some people may come just to watch the cheerleaders cheer
and some may come to watch the Golden Garnets do their dance
routines. Both of these squads have put in a lot of time and
effort, so it should be enjoyable this year.
Some students come to work concession stands, and some may
have come to eat while the concession stand sells!
And as silly as it sounds, some students may be there so they
can clean up the gym afterwards. Coach Horace Turbeville is in
charge of this, and the gym has to be left just like they found it.
Last but not least, students may come to socialize. Some
students may go just because they think someone "of interest"
may be there. Who knows? You may end up with a date.
After listing all of these reasons, surely you can find a reason
that fits you. Personally. I think h i check out the concession
stand!
?•'
wxr
Gayle Young

'

The Volleyball team, seeded
No. 1 going into the Division II
State tournament on November
8, ended up a disappointed
third in their division, according
to Coach Elaine Mozingo.
On Friday night before the
finals, freshman Lois Crawford,
one of Winthrop's most valuable
players, injured the knee she has
been having trouble with all
season.
"I think if Lois had been
healthy, we may not have won,
but we would have made a heck
of a show," Mozingo said. "I'm
not taking it so hard, because I
realize these things happen."
The team was defeated by
Charleston, 15-5, 15-8, and by
Francis Marion 15-11, 15-7 in
the double elimination tournament.
The team defeated Benedict
15-7, 15-1, and Furman 15-6,
15-9 on Friday, to make it as
far as they aid In the tournament. They got a bye in the first
round, since they were top
seeded.
"We played well against Benedict and Furman," Mozingo said.
But tme bad thing went
wrong. Crawford landed the
wrong way and something
popped. Trainer, Karen Rruss
worked on her leg all night, but
Saturday morning, "she was still
in pain. She couldn't jump and
block," Mozingo said. "Lois has
a torn cartilage and will have to
have surgery. She should be recovered by next season."
"I really can't say for sure
why we didn't do better. We
should have squeezed by Francis
Marion without Lois, but we
never played our kind of ball."
"I don't think we could have
beaten Charleston without her
blocking and hitting ability,"
Mozingo said.
"We may have had so much
trouble because we were top

seeded," Mozingo said.
The team had
getting off the ground, and
missing too many serves.
Although the team came in
third, they still have a chance to
go to the regionals. The AIAW
determines who goes to the regionals by the team's record,
and by who they played against
during the season. "They take
Into consideration that teams
can have a bad day," Mozingo
said.

The tournament will be held
in Spas van burg this weekend.
The team will know today
whether or not they will get a
bid.
Sharon Dixon, senior, and
Staria McCollum, junior, made
the All-State team. The team
was announced at the end of the
tournament.
College of Charleston be&t
Francis Marion for the championship in rally two games.

>4
rA'orriRdO InqmRrrf:

Freshman Leigh Johnson (11) hits (he ball ia a recent match as
Lois Crawfotd (15) looks on. (TJ photo uy Dennis Dickerson)

S@sti§ri WORMS Servtos, inc.
"A Women's Health Agcncy"
* A Full Range of Women's Gynecological Services
•Speakers available for School & Civic Groups
"Abortion Counseling and Services

"Birth Control Services
'Trained Counselors

^Problem Pregnancy Counseling

•Free Pregnancy Testing
24 Hour Answering Service
Call Toll Free 1-800-022-9750
S o u t h e r n W o r n ens Services
1614 T w o Notch Road
v
Cs
C o l u m b i a , SC 2 9 2 0 4
/"^

Local Phone No. 254-4368

2871 Cherry Rd.
Across from Celanese
366-3305

M-W
Th-S

r

College
Special
thru November
onths

\

1 pm - G pm
9 am - 6 pm

Our Christmas gm to^Winthrop
fsA \ i \ \ - A
\
students in thanks for\your pt

Instruction
Daily on:
Body 8uilding
General Conditioning
Firming & Toning
Reproportion &
Maintenance Program
A n d Reduction Program.

Also... 6 months
$64.95

8

500.000 I \ FIT\ES$ FAC ILITIES
Ihir.o'in uu^( hiltl (.iv"p

Calvin Klains
f?0!>

— Good through December 15 -

)nu Trim Th.it'ti'uurr
'C

World o4 Hint*** SpociaUtet In Individual:

ock Hill's
t Luxurious
i Spacious
i Center
ForMsa
ft Woman!!

fair

• s * : < c v

-.

utrltten Picgramming and phytic

" C A L L O R STOP SY T O D A Y "

WORLD OF FITNESS, INC.
T t m . TfcPrs., Sat, Men 9 Jo 9
Mon. Wad. Fri. L«JI«s 9 to 9

3S9 fork AVMHW Pfcon* S24-S29J
13N I f f A Club Affllkrfes
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Soccer season comes to an end
By JOSEPH BRENNAN
TJ sports reporter
The soccer team aided its
season with a disappointing 1-0
loss to 3.7th-ranked Erskine
College in Due West Wednesday
afternoon, in the District 6
playoffs.

The match was scoreless in
thf Srst half with both goalkeepers coming up with key
saves. Rick Wright, Erskine's
All-American halfback, scored

the game's only goal with 8:22
minutes left in the match, on
an assist from Hyan Ki Pak.
Coach Jim Casada said, "Of
course I was not happy with the
loss, but was very pleased with
our performance."
Erskine outshot Winthrop
16-6, and improved their record
to 9-4-3. Winthrop ended with
a 10-12 record. Erskine's goalie,
Matt Beyer, had five saves in
notching his 10th shutout of the
season. Bob Bowen had ten
saves for the Eagles.
"This was the best match
we played all season, and we
got great performances out of
our All-District nominations,
Bob Bowen, Tom Haxton, and
senior Peter Feil. Peter played
his last match for Winthrop.
They have been outstanding ill
year," said Casada.
Coach Casada did find something good out of a disappointing season. His freshmen got
plenty of valuable playing time,
and this will give them a solid

base for the future.
"Mike Scott, freshman, had
to be my biggest surprise this
year. He had only one season of
high school experience, but saw
very little playing time. Here at
Winthrop, he has improved from
the first day of practice until he
started the last few games,"
Casada said.
Casada also had to look at
some of the disappointments
this season. "The biggest ona
was Peter Feil leading the team
in scoring. He was not a striker,
which shows how inefficient our
scoring was. Frankie Griffin and
myself will have to go recruiting
fo» iomeone who can score."
Summing up the season, Casada said, "No coach likes to
lose, but the season ended on an
up note. The Erskine match was
our best match. I was very proud
of the team, that they could
play like they did, with all of
the injuries. It was just topnotch
soccer, and I am. looking
forward to next year."

Name-that-Sign
(Continued from page 1)
study.
As mentioned earlier, Webb
feels that the students weren't
getting the message of the
happenings at Winthrop. With
the help of Horace Turbeville,
the idea of the electronic sign
was renewed and finally purchased. "Since none of our
other methods were working
in combination or alone, I felt
good about the electronic
signs," said Webb. "We program the signs every morning
and on Fridays for the whole
weekend."

To draw interest to the
program sign, a contest is being
held to "name that sign."
According to Webb, the sign
now needs identity, sex appeal
or whatever it takes to be
utilized.
To enter the contest you
must write your name and the
name you are suggesting for
the board and send it to the
director of Dinkins Student
Center. Webb suggests acronyms, but any name can be
entered. The deadline for the
contest is the day of Thanksgiving break. The winner will
receive one pair of tube socks,

a six-week subscription of The
Johnsonian mailed to your P.O.
Box and a $25 gift certificate
to your favorite restaurant,
among other gifts.
"We've got a good tool
with this program sign," stresses
Webb. "This is a way to tap
2800 students. We hope the
program sign doesn't become
the train at 3 a.m. for students."

The Surprising Bacon Burger
From Schavey's!

Lecture on storytelling
The art of telling stories to
youngsters will be explored at
3 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 20,
at Winthrop College.
The public is invited to the
free lecture in Dinkins Auditorium by Augusta Baker, a
storytelling
specialist
who
worked 40 years at the New
York City Public Library. Before her retirement, she was
the library's coordinator of children's services.

She is the editor of three
books and compiler of numerous reading lists and pamphlets.
She lives in Columbia where
she is editing a book on storytelling.
Her appearance at Winthrop
is sponsored by the library
Science Committee. For more
information, contact Winthrop's
Department of Reading and
Library Science at (803) 3232151.

A burger so tasty, you just wouldn't expect to find it in a fast food restaurant. Then again, when you
take a good look, the good taste is no surprise.
There are sesame seeds by the dozens
on every Bacon Burger Bun.

*
0

°

There's plenty of bacon on 8 Bacon
Burger. Real crisp / bacon.

DSU HAPPENINGS
Week of Nov. 17-24

21 Take the Money and Run.
Starring Woody Allen and Janet
17 Audition Nite. ATS searches Margolin. 9 pjn. Till. Aud.
for talent among WC students to .50 WCID $1 guest.
perform at ATS on Audition
Nite. If interested, call David
Williams, 2248.
17-23 Video-T.V. Madness. The
flubs and old commercials, the
great and not so great ta'entspast and piesent-from th«; wonderful world of television.

Murk Mathis, a freshman forward, keeps the ball in bounds during
a recent match. (TJ photo by Page Copley)

This is the big surprise. We start
w i t h a third-pound of pure beef.
Which (as you know) is bigger than
a quarter. You should also know we
grill it quick to keep it juicy.

Bacon Esrger

Each Bacon Burger is grilled t o a
toasty brown.
- T h i s is real cheese. You can tell by,
j t h e velvety way it melts on the
5 burger. And in your mouth.

